
If you’ve ever struggled to find the
ideal piece of furniture for your
home, especially if you have any

awkward alcoves, oddly-shaped rooms
or sloping ceilings, you’ll know how
difficult it can be. 

But there’s a genuine solution in the
handcrafted quality of Bespoke Pine n
Oak in King’s Lynn, which combines
Kevin Berry’s long experience in the
timber trade together with the
remarkable craftsmanship of his fellow
director Carl Ingram. 
“People should never settle for

second best when it comes to their
homes,” says Kevin Berry. “Fortunately,
Carl has an amazing talent for taking
the vaguest of ideas and turning them
into beautiful and functional pieces of
furniture. The possibilities really are only
limited by your imagination.”

Carl Ingram is a true craftsman.
Working from the simplest of sketches,
he’ll visit your home for exact
measurements and a sense of the
setting (everything from how the room
is used to the lighting conditions) before
creating anything from a single
bookcase to a complete kitchen.
Premium quality furniture that truly
complements your home, fitting the
space to perfection and meeting your
individual requirements in every detail.
“Everything is handcrafted in our own

workshops using traditional cabinet-
making and carpentry skills,” says Carl.
“It means we still use things such as
dovetail joints, mortice and tenon
frames, lap joints – and though we
mostly work in solid pine and oak, there
are several other choices available to
you.”

And before Bespoke Pine n Oak return
with their expert fitting and installation
team, they’re more than happy for you
to pop in and actually see the work in
progress as your new furniture takes
shape.

With the arrival of the Mylands luxury
paint range offering an extra touch of
uniqueness and individuality, Bespoke
Pine n Oak can create the furniture
you’ve been looking for – in any style, in
any shape, in any size, for any room.

In fact, as they like to say, if you can
draw it, they can make it!
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Bespoke Pine n Oak: if you can draw it – we can make it!

Kevin Berry and Carl Ingram explain how Bespoke Pine n Oak takes
your ideas and creates beautiful furniture in the traditional way...

High quality furniture 
handcrafted just for you 

SEEING IS BELIEVING:
Currently available for viewing in 
Bespoke Pine n Oak’s King’s Lynn store, this 
stunning hand-crafted wardrobe is 9’ wide and stands 
7’ 6” tall – and makes the most of its size with a number 
of clever design features and brilliant storage solutions...


